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I. Introduction

The »2 extremals of the calculus of variations problem

(1) §F(x,y,y'\ )dx = minimum

may be identified with an arbitrarily given system of °°2 curves in the plane,

(2) y" = <P(x,y,y'),

by solving for F the partial differential equation

(3) F y    -   Fy.X    -    y'Fyy    -    tpFy.y.    -    0.

We may say, in short, that apart from consisting of «>2 curves the system

of extremals of the general problem (1) has no properties.

It is different in three dimensions.  To identify the <*>4 extremals of

(4) JF(x,y,z,y',z')dx = minimum

with a given system of °o 4 curves defined by the differential equations

.. y" = 4>(x,y,z,y',z')f

z" = yp(x,y,z,y',z'),

we must find F so as to satisfy simultaneously

Fy - Fyx - y'Fyy - z'Fy. - tpFyy - pFy,. = 0,
(o)

F. - F,.x - y'F,,y - z'F,>, - <pFyt. - pp.,,, = 0.

This can not be done, in general. Thus a system of extremals of a problem

of the form (4) must have properties which distinguish it in the totality of

curve families definable by equations of the form (5).   To express these

* Presented to the Society, February 26, 1927; received by the editors in August, 1926.

t National Research Fellow in Mathematics.
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properties analytically one would have to eliminate F from the equations

(6) and their implications, a procedure requiring an appalling amount of

calculation.* Nor could the result be given any perspicuous geometric

interpretation.

Besides its system of extremals, every problem of the form (4) defines

a second geometric object—its transversality. This is a certain corre-

spondence between lineal elements (x, y, z, y', z')and surface elements (x, y,

z, p, q) characterized by the following two properties: (A) a lineal element

and its corresponding surface element have the same base point; (B) the

oo2 extremals of (4) which are transverse to an arbitrary surface 2 admit

» » transverse surfaces, between any two of which arcs over which fF(x, y,

z, y', z')dx has the same value are intercepted on all these oo2 extremals.

Analytically, if the p, q of a surface element are defined as the coefficients

in the equation of its plane when written in the form

(7) ox + pSy + qôz = 0,

8x, 8y, 8z denoting relative coordinates as to x, y, z, the surface element

transverse to the lineal element, (x, y, z, y', z') is defined by

¿V F.'
(8) * =-,    q =-

r     F - y'Fv. - z'F,. F - y'Fv, - z'F.,

We shall use the term transversality to denote any correspondence between

lineal and surface elements in which corresponding elements have the same

base point. The general transversality is represented by two equations of

the form

(9) p = p(x,y,z,y',z'),      q = q(x,y,z,y' ,z'),

* Let Drl denote the number of partial derivatives up to the rth order inclusive of a function

of five independent variables, the function itself being included as its derivative of zeroth order.

The formula for Drs is (r+i)(r-\- 2) • • • (r+5)-T-5!. Then after forming all possible partial derivatives

of the two equations (6) up to the rth order inclusive, we have 2Z>r6 equations, which involve in a

linear homogeneous way all the partial derivatives of F to the order r+2 inclusive except the follow-

ing: F, Fy', Ft', the derivatives such as Fx, Fxx, ■ • • , involving x alone up to the (r+l)th order,

and the derivatives of order r-f-2, involving only x, y, z. If d4-2( = (r-|-3)(r-|-4)-^2) denote the

number of partial derivatives of order r+2 of a function of three independent variables, the number

of partial derivatives of F to be eliminated from the 2D,h equations is seen to be Dr+i—¿r+2—(H-4).

The number of equations remains less than the number of quantities to be eliminated until r = ll,

when these two numbers become respectively 8736, 8448. This indicate e that we obtain by elimina-

tion 289 equations in the form of that number of determinants of order 8448 set equal to zero.

These equations involve the derivatives of <t>, $ to the 11th order inclusive, of which there are 4368 for

each function.
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or inversely by

(9') y' = y'(x,y,z,p,q),      z' - z'(x,y,z,p,q),

where p, q and y', z' are arbitrary functions of their arguments.

Since (9) involves two arbitrary functions of five arguments, and (8)

only one such function, it is obvious that a calculus of variations trans-

versality must have special properties. These are expressed in analytic form

by eliminating F between the two equations (8). A geometric interpretation

of the resulting partial differential equation in p and a has been given by

E. Kasner,* and is to the following effect.

In order that a transversality T belong to a problem in the calculus of

variations, it is necessary and sufficient that it be definable as follows:

With each point O of space associate, according to any (continuous, differ-

entiable) law, a surface So. This may be done, and in the most general way,

by laying off along each radius vector from O a segment OP whose length

varies regularly from vector to vector, S0 being the locus of points P. Then

define the transverse surface element a to the lineal element X of OP at O

to be the element in O whose plane is parallel to the tangent plane of So

at P.

A transversality T obtainable in the manner just described will be

referred to in the statement of our main theorem as of special character.

We began by remarking that the characterization of the system of

extremals of a variation problem (4) appears extremely difficult; and the

transversality of such a problem has already been characterized. The

object of the present paper is to characterize the composite of extremals and

transversality.

In order to obtain a hint as to the nature of the characterization to be

attempted, let us return to the property (B) of a variation transversality.

The first part of (B), to the effect of the existence of °° ' transverse surfaces,

is of purely geometric significance.

To each surface element a of S let us construct the transverse lineal

element X ; X determines a definite extremal C, so that by varying a over S

we obtain the <»2 extremals transverse to S. Each of these has «s1 lineal

elements, to each of which suppose constructed the transverse surface

element. There arises in this way a field of °o3 surface elements (Pfaff

equation). The significance of the first part of (B) is that this field of surface

* Transversality for double integrals in the calculus of variations and for contact transformations,

an abstract of which appears in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 21 (1914),

pp. 71-72; see also p. 164.
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elements is integrable; its °°3 elements can be resolved into °o » surfaces

(exact Pfaff equation).

It is evident that the same considerations continue to apply when 2 is

any union—surface, curve, or point.

The situation just described leads to the formulation of the following

theorem, whose proof is the goal of the present paper.

Theorem. If in connection with a family g of <x>* curves in space definable

analytically in the form (5) there exists a transversality T, necessarily of

special character, such that the °o2 curves of % which meet transversely an arbi-

trary base surface (union) 2 admit <x>1 transverse surfaces, then fj must be

the system of extremals of a calculus of variations problem whose transversality

is T.

This theorem is a generalization to the general problem (4) of a theorem

of Kasner relative to problems of the important special form

(10) I v(x,y,z)ds =    j v(x,y,z)(l + y'2 + z'2)ll2dx = minimum.

It is readily shown that problems of the form (10) are characterized by the

property that their transversality is orthogonality. Kasner proved* that

if the oo2 curves of a given quadruply infinite family % which meet an arbi-

trary surface 2 orthogonally admit °o 1 orthogonal surfaces (form a normal

congruence), then g must be the system of extremals of a problem of the

form (10).

Our theorem admits of extension to n dimensions without any difficulties

besides those of calculation. In this form it includes a generalization by

J. Lipkaf of Kasner's theorem to any curved space of n dimensions. For

in a curved as well as in a flat space a problem whose transversality is

orthogonality is necessarily of the form fvds = minimum, where v is a point

function.

We may strengthen our theorem by requiring only that the property

stated by it subsist for the following 5 °o3 base manifolds instead of for an

arbitrary 2: all points, all planes, any triple complex of curves. By the

last we mean a system of 3 °o3 curves such that an arbitrary pencil of space

contains three distinct directions which belong to curves of the system.

* The theorem of Thomson and Tait and natural families of trajectories, these Transactions,

vol. 11 (1910),pp. 121-140. See also Princeton Colloquium Lectures, 1909,published 1913, §§35-44.
The results of the cited paper are extended in a paper by the present author, Normal congruences

and quadruply infinite systems of curves in space, these Transactions, vol. 26 (1924), pp. 68-100.

t Some geometric investigations on the general problem of dynamics, Proceedings of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 55 (1920), pp. 285-322.
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For instance, 3 oos curves in horizontal planes do not form a triple complex

in this sense, since if any pencil with non-horizontal plane be chosen, the

directions of curves of the given 3 oo3 which belong to this pencil coincide

in its horizontal direction. Any three straight line complexes will serve.

II. Duality between the calculus of variations and

INFINITESIMAL   CONTACT   TRANSFORMATIONS

We base our considerations on a certain duality between the calculus

of variations and infinitesimal contact transformations (or one-parameter

groups of contact transformations), which appears to have been first formu-

lated by E. Vessiot.* The present section is devoted to a presentation of this

duality in a form suitable for application later in this paper—a form entirely

different from that adopted by Vessiot.

Let us consider first the general infinitesimal surface element trans-

formation e. It is defined by the equations

Sx = ôtX(x,y,z,p,q),   Sy = ôtY(x,y,z,p,q),   ôt = ôtZ(x,y,z,p,q),

(H)
ôp = StP(x,y,z,p,q), ôq = 5tQ(x,y,z,p,q).

Under e the base point of each element a, (x, y, z, p, q), receives an infini-

tesimal displacement in the direction l:y':z', where

,,.,. ,      Y(x,y,z,p,q) Z(x,y,z,p,q)
(12) y  =-,     z  =-•

X(x,y,z,p,q) X(x,y,z,p,q)

We shall call the lineal element (x, y, z, y', z') defined by (12) transverse]" to a.

Thus every infinitesimal element transformation e defines a certain trans-

versality Z\.

The transformation e also defines a system of oo * curves g, called its path

curves. Allow e to operate repeatedly on an element a. Then the locus of

the base point of a is a curve termed a path curve% of e. There are evidently

oo * such curves, since each of the oo5 elements a of space may be used to

generate one, while each path curve absorbs oo x elements a. The differential

equations of the path curves ge are

* Sur l'interprétation mécanique des transformations de contact infinitésimales, Bulletin de la

Société Mathématique de France, vol. 34 (1906), pp. 230-269.

t This term has been proposed in connection with contact (not general) transformations of

lineal elements by Kasner, The infinitesimal contact transformations of mechanics, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 16 (1910), pp. 408-412.

X Vessiot uses the terms conjugué, trajectoire for transverse, path curve.
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(13)

= \~x)x+ ~x \x)v+ ~x V xA+ ~x \x/,+ ~x \x). '

where in the second member we are to substitute for p, q the functions of

*, y> z, y't z' which result by solving (12) for p, q. Formula (13) is obtained

by expanding

5x ôx ôx 8x

with the use of (11).

It is evident from (12) and (13) that the transversality and path curves

of e depend only on the ratios X:Y:Z:P:Q.

Conversely, if a transversality T and a quadruply infinite curve family 5

are arbitrarily assigned, there exists an e having T for its transversality and

% for its path curves, this e being determined up to multiplication of its

defining functions X, Y, Z, P, Q by a common factor p(x, y, z, p, q), where

p is an arbitrary function. For T determines Y/X, Z/X by (12); further,

since % is given, say in the form (5), the left members of (13) are equal to

known functions <p, yp of *, y, z, y', z', therefore by the substitution (12)

to known functions of x, y, z, p, q; thus P/X, Q/X are uniquely determined,

for the equations (13) are linear for P/X, Q/X, and their determinant,

(Y/X)p(Z/X)q — (Y/X)q(Z/X)p is not equal to zero, since, as we presume,

the equations (12) which define T are solvable for p, q.

As is well known, an element transformation is called a contact trans-

formation when and only when it converts every union of elements a into a

union of elements. The general infinitesimal contact transformation can be

represented analytically in explicit form by means of its characteristic func-

tion W(x, y, z, p, q) as follows:*

8x = 8t(W - pWp - qWq),        8y = 8tWp,        8z = 8tWt,
(14)

8p = 8t(pWz - Wv), 8q = 8t(qWx - Wx).

We shall refer to (14) as the infinitesimal contact transformation W.

Its transversality is defined by

* This representation, based on the form (7) Sx+pSy+q6z = 0 for the plane of an element <r,

leads to more symmetrical formulas than the one given by Lie, Theorie der Transforma-

tionsgruppen, Leipzig, 1890, vol. 2, p. 252, and used by Vessiot, loc. cit., p. 230. Their representation

is based on the form pSx+qSy—iz=0 for the plane of <r.
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Wp Wq
(15) y' =

W - PWP - q\Vq W - pWp - qWq

Now, a problem of first order in the calculus of variations is defined by

a function F(x, y, z, y', z') of the lineal elements X of space; an infinitesimal

contact transformation by a function W(x, y, z, p, q) of the surface elements

a. To each F we can make correspond a W as follows. F being given, each

element X has a transverse element a, defined by (11). Associate with a

the value W defined by the equation

(16) WF = 1 + y'p + z'q.

In this way a function W(x, y, z, p, q) is defined, which taken as characteristic

function determines an infinitesimal contact transformation. We assert that

the transversality and path curves of W are identical respectively with the

transversality and extremals of F.

Conversely, let the infinitesimal contact transformation W be given.

It causes to correspond to each element a a transverse element X, defined

by (15). Associate with X the value F denned by (16). Then the variation

problem defined by F has the same transversality as W, and its extremals are

identical with the path curves of W.

For the proof, we remark first that the equations (8) denning the trans-

versality of F may be combined into

dF       pdy' + qdz'
(17)

F      1 + y'p + z'q

where dF is formed on the supposition that the point (x, y, z) is fixed.

Similarly, the equations (15) defining the transversality of W may be

combined, on the same supposition, into

dW       y'dp + z'dq
(18)

W      1 + y'p + z'q

By logarithmic differentiation of (16), (x, y, z) being regarded as fixed,

we have

dF     dW        pdy' + qdz' y'dp + z'dq
(19) - + — =/, ,  +

F       W       1 + y'p + z'q      1 + y'p + z'q

It follows from (19) that (17) implies (18) and conversely. Thus if (y', z')

and (p, q) correspond by the transversality of F, they correspond by the

transversality of W, and conversely.
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The extremals of F are defined by the differential equations

(20) F, - -F, = 0,
ax

d
Ft-F.. - 0.

dx

We have to prove that the same equations are satisfied by the path curves

of IF. From (8),

Fv> P Ft, q
(21)

F        l + y'p + z'q        F,.      1 + y'p + z'q '

therefore, by (16),

P ?
(22) Fu. = — ,     F, - - ■

W W

Thus, it has to be shown that along a path curve of W,

(23) S*W

F.-U±).0.
8x\WJ

We have

/p\       Wôp - p&W

\w) '      ~W2
(24) i

- — {Wôp - p(WJx + WySy + WJoz + Wpôp + WJq)}
W

By means of (14) the bracket reduces to — WWv8t, so that

(25) •(£)--£..
\WJ W

Again, by (14),

(26) 8x = 8t(W - pWq - qWq).

Making the substitutions (15) in (16), we find

1
(27) F =

W -pWq- qWq '
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hence

1
(28) Sx = - ôt.

F

Substituting (25), (28) in the first equation (23), we obtain

Fy Wy
(29) — + — - 0.

F      W

Similarly the second equation (23) can be made to depend upon

F.     W.
(30) — +-0.

F      W

The identity of the extremals of F and the path curves of W is established

if we can prove (29), (30). To this end, let us form the logarithmic derivative

of (16) partially with respect to y, from the point of view that the p, q in

W and in the right member are functions of *, y, z, y', z' by means of the

common transversality of W and F. We find

(31) F»     W"      W» dp     W<dq - y' dp *' dq

F       W       W dy      W by      1 + y'p + z'qdy     1 + y'p + z'q dy

By (15) the terms in dp/dy, dq/dy cancel, giving

Fy Wy
-^ + —I - 0,
F       W

or (29).  Similarly (30) can be proved. Thus the duality between F and W

is established.

Suppose now that an infinitesimal element transformation e is applied

repeatedly to the oo2 elements of an arbitrary surface S. A field of oo*

surface elements is generated which may or may not be integrable. With

the developments of the present section in mind we may reformulate our

main theorem stated in the preceding section, as follows:

Theorem. If the field of <x>3 surface elements generated by applying a

given infinitesimal element tranformation e with infinite repetition to the

elements of an arbitrary surface (union) S is integrable, then e must be pro-

portional to an infinitesimal contact transformation W.

By the last phrase we mean that the defining functions X, Y, Z, P, Q

of € are proportional to those of an infinitesimal contact transformation

as they appear in (14).

The sequel is devoted to a proof of the theorem in the form just stated.
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III. Conditions that an infinitesimal element transformation

be proportional to an infinitesimal contact transformation

We prove in this section that, given X, Y, Z, P, Q, necessary and sufficient

conditions that there exist a p and a W such that

(32) X = p(W - pWp-qWq),       Y = pWp, Z = PW„

P = P(PWX -Wy),                      Q = p(qWx - Wz),

are the following, where

(33) M = X + pY + qZ:*

<b) ©." ♦©.-©.■

<34)W (ii).-»©.-©. •

<d) ♦ ©. - ©. - ©„ - « (I). - (§). -(!).•

w      »O.-©.-♦©.-©.•
To prove the conditions (34) necessary, or that (32) implies (34), we

first combine (32) and (33) to obtain

(35) M = pW.

Dividing (32) by (35), we have, with the notation

(36) V = log W,

£ « 1 _ Pv9 - qVq,      L = V„       - - F„
M MM

(37)' P Q
--PV*- Vy, £ - qV. - V..
M M

The equations (34) were derived by elimination of F from (37), and their

necessity can be verified by direct substitution.

* We assume AÎV0, that is, that the lineal element transverse to any given surface element does

not lie in the plane of that element.
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To establish the sufficiency of the conditions (34), we begin by observing

that (34) (a) implies the existence of a a(x, y, z, p, a) such that

Y Z
(38) — = trp, —: = o-g,

M M

and (34) (e) the existence of a t(x, y, z, p, q) such that

P Q
(39) — = pTx - TV,       — = qrx- t.,

M M

for (34) (e) can be written

/    b       d\P      /    b       d\Q
(40) (a-)-[p-) —,

\   bx     bz) M     \   dx     by) M

and the linear partial differential operators   involved  have   coefficients

constant as to the variables of differentiation.*

Substituting the values (38), (39) in (34) (b), (c), (d), we obtain

(41) pTqx — Tg, = p<jqx — am,

(42) qrpx — rPl = qapx — apt,

(43) (ptrpx - Opy) — (prpx — Tpy) = (qtrqx — trqI) — (qrqx — tv).

These can be written as equations in

(44) to = T — a

as follows:

(a)
\   bx      by)

/    b        b\
(45) (b) (a---K = 0,

\   bx     bz/

(c)
\   bx     by) \   bx     bz)

* The general solution of

where the a«, i¿ are constants, is

d        -^     d
Zbi-^Zoi-t,

<t>=¿_,tH —- a,    \fr=¿jbi-—w,
axi dXi

where « is an arbitrary function of the variables *.
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of which we have to find the general solution. Equations (45) (a), (b) imply

respectively

(46) <o4 = t(C,z,P,q),

(47) «, = <*>(£, y, P,q),

where

(48) £ = x + py + qz.

Substituting in (45) (c), we obtain

p<p( — p<j>( — <t>v = qp( — qp( — $,t

or

(49) <t>y   =   P.,

whose common value, regarding £, y, z, p, q for the moment as the indepen-

dent variables of our problem, must be an/(£, p, q), for <j>y is free of z and

\pt free of y.  It follows that

(50) <t> = <»v = f(Z,P,q)y + g(t, p,q),

(51) f = ",=f(S,P,q)z+h(S,p,q).

We apply now the condition upq = œqp, which gives

(52) hyz + fqy + g(z + gq = f(yz + fpz + h(y + hp ;

and therefore, since (52) must hold identically in £, y, z, p, q,

(53) fq = ht, g( =fp, gq = hp.

This implies the existence of a X(£, p, q) such that

(54) / = Xf, g = \p, h = \q.

Thus (50), (51) become

(55) «„ = X{y + \p,

(56) io, = Xjz + X,.

Going back to x, y, z, p, q as independent variables in X, the second

members of (55), (56) are respectively d\/dp, d\/dq; hence the general

solution of these equations is

(57) u - \(Ç,p,q) - /»(*,y,*),

where p is an arbitrary function of its arguments.
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By this and (44) we have

(58) r-\(itp;q) = tr-ß(x,y,z).

Since, as is readily seen, the modification of t by the subtractive X(£, p, q)

does not affect the values of the second members of (39), nor the modification

of o- by the subtractive ¡i(x, y, z) the values of the second members of (38),

if we denote by V(x, y, z, p, q) the common value of the two members of

(58), we have

F Z

M M
(59)

P Q
-~PV.- Vy,      ^ - qV, - V„
M M

to which we may adjoin

(59') £ - 1 - pV, - qVq
M

by the definition (33) of M.

The existence of this V established, we can construct

(60) W = er, p = Me-y.

Substituting

(61) V = log W, M = pW,

in (59), (59'), we obtain the system (32). Thus the proof is completed that

the conditions (34) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a W and

a p verifying (32).

IV. Analytic solution of the problem

Our problem is now the following: To prove that if a given infinitesimal

element transformation e

Sx Sy bz
— = X(x,y,z,p,q),     —=Y(x,y,z,p,q),      — = Z(x,y,z,p,q),
ot St ot

(62)
Sp Sq
— = P(x,y,z,p,q), — = Q(x,y,z,p,q),
ot St

applied repeatedly to the elements of an arbitrary surface S generates a

field of oo3 elements which is integrable, then e must obey the system (34).

Denoting by the subscript 0 quantities relative to S, we write the equation

of that surface in the form
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(65)

(63) xo = — 4>(yo,z0).

Its oo2 surface elements are expressed in terms of the two parameters y0, z0

by the equations

(64) xo = — (p(yo,z0),    y o = yo,   zQ = z0,    />0 = (bm(yo,Zo),    qo = <ko(yo,z0).

We may regard (62) as a system of differential equations for x, y, z, p, q

as functions of t. Let the uniquely determined solution of this system which

takes the values (64) for t = 0 be denoted by

x = x(t,yo,z0),      y = y(t,yo,z0),       z = z(t,yo,zo),

P = P(t,yo,z0),       q = q(t,y0,Zo).

These equations represent in terms of the three parameters t, y0, Zo the

field of «53 elements generated from 2 by means of e.   The condition that

this field be integrable is

(66) (pxy) - (qzx) + p(qyz) - q(pyz) = 0,*

where the parentheses denote jacobians as to t, y0, z0.

Using (62), this can be expanded into

(67) P(xy) + X(yp) + Y(px) - Q(zx) - Z(xq) - X(qz)

+ pQ(yz) + pY(zq) + pZ(qy) - qP(yz) - qY(zp) - qZ(py) = 0,

where the parentheses denote determinants in the matrix

dx dy dz dp dq

dyo dyo dyo dy0 dy0

dx dy dz dp dq

dzo dzo dzo dzo dzo

We introduce to represent these determinants ten symbols « as follows:

"i = (xy),       W2 = (xz),        (j}3 = (xp),       (o4 = (xq), £o6 = (yz),

co6 = (yp),      Co? = (yq),       co8 = (zp),       co9 = (zq),        uXo = (pq).

Formula (67) can then be abbreviated to

(70) YAm = 0

by means of the further notation

AX = P, A2 = Q,        A3=-Y,    Ai=-Z,

(68)

(69)

(71)
Ao = PQ - qP,

Ao = X + qZ, At= - pZ, A3= - qY,   A* = X + pY, Axo = 0.

* This condition is obtained by making the change of variables (65) in the Pfaff equation

dx-\-p dy-\-q ¿z = 0, and then applying the usual criterion for exactness to the resulting Pfaffian in

t, yo, zo.
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In (70) and everywhere hereafter the index runs from 1 to 10.

Denoting by means of a bar the partial derivatives of x, y, z, p, a as to

y0, we see that these obey the equations of variation of (62) :

(72)

x' = Xxx + Xvy + Xxz + XPp + X¿,

Q' = Qxx + Qvy + Q¿ + QPf + Qâ,

obtained by substituting (65) in (62) and differentiating the resulting identi-

ties in t, y0, Zo partially as to y0. The accent denotes differentiation as to t

with y0, Zo held fixed, that is, differentiation along a path curve of e.

Evidently the partial derivatives of x, y, z, p, a as to z0 obey the same

equations of variation.

From this it follows that the determinants io obey a system of linear

differential equations.  Consider for instance wi = (xy). We have

«/ = (x'y) + (xy')

(73)
= Xx(xy) + X,(zy) + XP(py) + Xq(qy)

+ Yy(xy) + Y,(xz) + Yp(xp) + Y q(xq)

by (72), or

(74)    wi' «■ (Xx + Yy)coi + Ytccs + Ypio3 + Y <fin — XtUt — Xfiot — XçUt.

Similarly each u' can be expressed as a homogeneous linear form in the

w's. Carrying the calculations through, we obtain the system of linear

differential equations represented by the following scheme (75) :

X, + Yv

ut

td8

Wio

-Pa

-ft

Y.

Xt+Z.

P,

Q.

-Q*

Yv

Xx+Pp

-X.

Qp Xx+Qq

YM

Yy + Z,

P.

ft

-Xv

X,

Yv+Pv

-Xa

— JLv

x.

-Yv

Y,

Yy+Q„

\Z.+Pv\

X,

-Ya

Y,

-e. -Qv -Q.

Z,+Qq

P.

-Xa

-Ya

~Za

Pp+Q9
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As a solution of the system (75), the co's will be completely determined if

we know their values for t = 0, that is, on the base surface 2. The values on 2

of the elements of the matrix (68) are evidently the following:

(76) -Po    1   0   ro   so

.— qo    0.   1    So    to

where r0, So, k denote the second partial derivatives of the function 4> which

defines 2.

Hence the values of the co's on 2, which values we denote by the symbols

a, are

<*i = qo,     ct2= — po,       «a = — PoSo + c/o^o,     on = — poto + qoSo,

(77)
a6 = 1,      06 = So, on = to, a$ = — r0,

as = — So, aio = foto — So2.

The necessary and sufficient condition that the field of elements generated

from 2 by means of e be integrable is that the ten co's which satisfy (75) and take

for t = 0 the values (77) shall obey the linear relation (70), and that identically

in the parameters y0, z0.

The analytic expression of this condition is a problem which we have

already solved in a previous paper.*

Let us denote by ß the left member of (70) :

Œ  = S A <"<•
i

The co's are functions of /, yo, Zo, and the A's functions of x, y, z, p, q, which

after the substitution (65) also become functions of t, y0, z0. Assuming, as we

do, that all functions involved in our considerations are analytic, the necessary

and sufficient condition for the identical vanishing of ß is that ß together

with its derivatives of all orders vanish for t = 0, identically in y0, z0.

Using after each successive differentiation of ß the system (75), which we

abbreviate to

(78) ai =  Eto,
i

we find that each derivative ß', ß", • • • is, like ß itself, a homogeneous

linear form in the co's. We obtain, in fact,

(79) » = £ Am,    0' - £ Bm,    O" =T,Cm, • • -,
it i

* Normal congruences . . . , previously cited; see §5 of that paper.
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where each set of ten symbols B, C, • • ■ is derived from its predecessor

the recurrence formulas

Bi = Ai +   J^pjiAj,

d = B'i +   zZpiiBj,

in which the accent denotes d/dt along a path curve of e, that is

b b b b b' = X— + Y-YZ — + P— + Q— ■
bx by bz bp bq

The quantities B, C, ■ ■ ■ are thus expressions of higher and higher order in

the partial derivatives of X, Y, Z, P, Q.

In demanding that fi, Q', fi", •all vanish for / = 0, we get the infinite

sequence of conditions

(81) TaAícxí = 0, !>,«< = 0, Ytdtxi = 0, • • • ,
i i i

where the A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ are the values for t = 0 of the A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ of (79) ;

in other words, the A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ of (81) are the values on S of the same

letters of (79), and are therefore to be derived from the latter by attaching

the subscript 0 to x, y, z, p, q.

Substituting the values (77) of the a's in (81), we obtain, after dropping

the subscript 0, the following infinite system of partial differential equations

of the Monge-Ampère type:

(82,) %o(rt - s2) + ©ir + 9325 + S33< + S84 = 0,

(822) <io(rt - s2) + Sir + (£2s + (S3< + 64 = 0,

where the symbols i8, Ê, ■ • • are derived respectively from B, C, • ■ • by

the same formulas, typified by

(83) 33o = Ao,

SBi = qB3 - Bz,

S82= - pBz + qBt + Be- Bz,

S83 = — pBi + A,

S34 = qBi - pB2 + Bz.
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The equation (820), %o(rt — s2)+ ■ ■ • , disappears identically, that is, each

21 = 0, as a consequence of the fact that 2 itself is always an integral surface

of the field of elements which it generates.

A surface 2 gives rise to an integrable element-field when and only when it

obeys the infinite system (82).

If an arbitrary surface 2 gives an integrable element-field, each equation

(82) must disappear identically.    In particular (82i) must do so, that is,

(84) J8o = 0, »x = 0, 932 = 0, % = 0, S84 = 0.

Let us calculate the explicit values of the B's by carrying out the oper-

ations indicated in (80). We find, with reference to (71) and the scheme (75),

Bx = {PXX + (qP - PQ)ZX - qZPx + pZQx\ + (PYV + QZy - ZQy)

+ ZPI + PPp + QPq,

B2 = {QXx+(pQ- qP)Yx + qYPx - pYQx) + YQV

+ (PYt + QZZ - YPZ) + PQP + QQq,

B3 = ( - YXX + qZYx - qYZx) - YYU - ZY,

+ (QZp-YPp-ZQp)-QYq,

Bt = ( - ZXX - pZYx + pYZx) - YZy - ZZ,

- PZp+(PYq- YPq-ZQq),

Bo=(- qXPx + pXQx) + {QXy + (pQ - qP)Yv - XQy)

+ {- PXz+(pQ- qP)Zt + XP.)

+ ( - qPPp + pPQp) + ( - qQPq + pQQ,),

(85) Bo = ZQ + (XXX + qXZx) + (X + qZ)Yv + (ZXt + qZZ.)

+ {PQZP+(X + qZ)Pp - pZQp\ + (QXq + qQZq),

Bi= -ZP - pXZx + ( - ZXy - pZYy + XZy) - pZZ.

- PPZP + { - PXq - qPZq +(X + qZ)Pt - pZQt) ,

Bo = - YQ - qXYz - qYYv + ( - YX, + XYZ - qYZz)

+ { - QXP - PQYP - q¥Pp +(X + pY)Qp) - qQYq,
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B9 = YP + (XXX + pXYx) + (YXy + pYYy) + (X + pY)Z,

+ (PXP + pPYp) + \qPYq - qYPq + (X + pY)Qq},

Ao =  { - ZXP - pZYp +(X + pY)Zp) + { YXq - (X + qZ)Yq + qYZq\

From these we can then determine by means of (83) the values of the

symbols 58; they can be written, using M = X+pY+qZ,

Söo = (MZP - ZMP) - (MYq - YMq),

95i = q(MYx - YMX) - (MY, - YMt) - (MQP - QMP),

(86) %s-p(MYx - YMX) + q(MZx - ZMX) + (MYV - YMV)

- (MZX - ZMZ) + (MPP - PMP) - (MQq - QMq),

%z-p(MZz - ZMX) + (MZy - ZMy) + (MPq - PMq),

»4 = - q(MPx - PMX) + p(MQx - QMX)

- (MQy - QMy) + (MPt - PMt).

After division by M2, the five conditions S3 = 0 are seen to be identical with

the system (34), previously proved necessary and sufficient in order that e be

proportional to an infinitesimal contact transformation. Eence our main

theorem.

V. Stronger forms of statement

The theorem was derived from the conditions So = 0 alone, instead of from

the complete infinite system S3 = 0, g = 0, • • • . The identical disappearance

of only the first equation (82) signifies that the element-field generated

from S by e has, besides S, an integral surface consecutive to S. We may

therefore strengthen our theorem by substituting this requirement in its

hypothesis instead of that of the existence of oox integral surfaces.

The other stronger form stated in the introduction, in which certain

5cos manifolds are substituted for the oo00 manifolds S, results from the

following observations.

We may regard points and planes as spheres of radius zero and infinity

respectively. For a sphere of radius R we have

r s t        (1 + pi + q2)112(87) -= — =-= V       r      H       ■

1+p2      pq      1 + q2 R
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Substituting the resulting values of r, s, t in (82i), we obtain a quadratic

equation in R. If this equation is satisfied by R = 0 and R = <x>, the constant

term and the coefficient of R2 must reduce to zero, that is

(88) S8o = 0,        «4 = 0.

Again, for a curve regarded as the limitas R—>0 of a canal surface generated

by a sphere of radius R, we can calculate that r, s, t become infinite in the

ratios

(89) r:s:t = z'2:-y'z':y'2

where l:y':z' defines the direction of the curve at the particular point

under consideration.

Under (88) the equation (82i) reduces to

(90) »if+ »is + 8rf = 0.

This is satisfied by a curve C when and only when

(91) 55V2 - »,yV + S3y'2 = 0

where the (x, y, z, p, q) in 33i, 932, »3 are the coordinates of an arbitrary

surface element of C and l:y':z' defines the direction element of C which is

contained by that surface element.

Now, if in every surface element (x, y, z, p, q) of space there are three

distinct directions which belong to curves that give rise to integrable fields,

then (91) must have for given (x, y, z, p, q) three solutions for the ratio

y':z'. Being a quadratic equation, (91) must therefore disappear identically,

that is

(92) »! = 0,    332 = 0,    333 = 0.

Adjoined to (88), these complete the five conditions (84) which are neces-

sary and sufficient in order that e be proportional to a contact transformation.

Since in the last discussion we have made use of only the first equation

of (82), it is sufficient to require that each of the 5°o3 manifolds specified

give rise to an element-field having an integral surface consecutive to its

base manifold.
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